FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
New Line of Accounting Supplies Released by Company Folders Inc.
USA, Michigan, Keego Harbor, March 5, 2010
Company Folders announces a new line of accounting supplies that include tax
return covers, return folders and envelopes for Certified Public Accountants.
Company Folders has announced its new line of items for the 2010 tax season.
This event marks their expansion into a new realm of printing and will offer
accounting supplies such as tax return covers, return folders and envelopes on
demand. Company Folders Inc. aims to offer their services to businesses of all
types. CEO Vladimir Gendelman explains his passion for offering custom printing
to all different types of businesses.
“Custom printing enhances any advertising campaign no matter what area of
business you are in. All types of commerce require branding and cost-effective
promotion and custom printing delivers your marketing message and increases
brand awareness.” said Gendelman.
Organizing information has become one of the most important aspects of the
accounting industry. Experts advise companies to research how they can
separate themselves from their competition. The accounting line from Company
Folders Inc. offers businesses a new way to present their material while actively
marketing their brand. Custom tax envelopes and tax return covers offer
promotional solutions using practical items.
“Most tax services utilize tax return folders and covers out of necessity. Using
customized folders creates stunning, visually appealing items that keep your
company in the customers mind and encourage return business. This line of
products can make all of the difference in customer retention and acquisition,”
said Gendelman.
The current economy has made it necessary for companies to find unique ways
of advertising their business and gaining the most market exposure out of their
investments. The efficient tax return covers have already caught on with CPA’s
all over the country with outstanding customer reviews. The green nature of
these products is especially appealing to those who have begun the shift to more
environmentally friendly business tactics.
“We are a green company that uses post-consumer recycled content. We also
use eco-friendly inks, paperless proofing, and other forms of environmentally
friendly preparation,” said Gendelman.

To learn more about the new line of tax return covers, folders and envelopes,
visit Company Folders Inc. at www.companyfolders.com.
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